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The OmniIndex Data Platform FAQ

Part One: Data Storage & Security

What data can be put in The OmniIndex Platform?

OmniIndex enables all data to be added to our Platform, regardless of how confidential,
regulated, or complicated it is.

Does this include regulated and sensitive data?

Yes.

Is data protected from Ransomware?

Yes.

Is there third-party access?

No.

What are the benefits of The OmniIndex Platform today for users, when services like
Google already gives them 99% of what is possible from a phishing protection
perspective?

Google cannot mitigate for user error. Leaving your laptop in the back of a taxi will make
even Google's protections irrelevant. With OmniIndex you can be back up and running
with your file system as soon as you have access to an internet connected device.

What’s more, considering the sheer quantity of phishing attacks happening daily, the
additional 1% protection is invaluable for organizations. Especially those working with
sensitive and confidential data and those who are subjected to ransomware demands.

Put simply, organizations cannot risk or afford that 1%.

How can OmniIndex be distinguished from client-side encryption?

Client-side encryption is extremely effective. However, it is different from OmniIndex’s
patented FHE in two main aspects.

1) Client-side encryption is very device dependent. If you lose access to the device, then
you lose access to the content.

2) Client-side encryption is not available for aggregation and only FHE data can be
subjected to computations in an encrypted state. Including analytics.
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The OmniIndex Data Platform FAQ

Part Two: Data Access and Distribution

Can a user share data and files across multiple groups / channels?

Yes. The data owner has administrative control and access can be given or removed.

From within OmniFS (Our Google Workspace Add-on), this is done by the Workspace
Admin.

Can you limit access by: a) time eg. the next 7 days b) by network location eg. only
people physically located by IP in the UK?

This will be available in the next version.

What are The OmniIndex Platform Connectors?

The OmniIndex Web3 Cloud Connectors enable users to access their encrypted data in
their favored productivity and analytics tools. Connectors include:

Google Workspace and BigQuery, Microsoft Power BI, Tableau, and Oracle Analytics
Cloud.
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The OmniIndex Data Platform FAQ

Part Three: Return on Investment

Is there a return of investment on File Management Optimization?

In adopting OmniIndex, licenses for databases are removed.

Blockchains are also a more efficient file system. For example, because the blockchain
is a decentralized system with multiple copies of data existing within the one chain, there
is no need to pay for backups and replication within the database nor the additional
storage costs. Furthermore, database maintenance costs are also eliminated.

Is there a return on investment from the enhanced data security?

Yes. While The OmniIndex Platform does not stop an attack from happening, it does
make the impact of an attack negligible with no loss of data or risk of exposure. This
means potential Ransomeware ransom costs are eliminated.

What is the ROI from OmniIndex’s FHE technology?

Adding previously undistributed and unanalysed data into monetization workflows can
generate considerable additional returns on investment. These will vary depending on
what data your organization houses, and OmniIndex are happy to talk to potential
customers about their data needs and the potential of that data.
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The OmniIndex Data Platform FAQ

Part Four: The OmniIndex Platform Cost & License

What does The OmniIndex Platform cost?

The OmniIndex Platform is $16,000 per month for Unlimited users.

The Platform gives you sole access to the encryption engines and user access rights
along with the OmniIndex API and ODATA Connectors.

Where can it be purchased?

The OmniIndex Platform is available on the Google Marketplace:
https://console.cloud.google.com/marketplace/product/omniindex-oidx-public/the-omniin
dex-platform?project=omniindex-oidx-public

You can also contact us directly via our website if you have any questions.

How much does the OmniIndex Google Workspace Add-on (OmniFS) cost without The
OmniIndex Platform?

$8 per user per month SaaS model.

How is the OmniIndex Google Workspace Add-on (OmniFS) licensed?

MIT License. The MIT License is a permissive free software license originating at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the late 1980s. As a permissive license, it puts
only very limited restriction on reuse and has, therefore, high license compatibility which
allows Community Development of use cases.
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